New comment on State UCC Filings -- The way you
want it.

By Anna Von Reitz
Anna has left a new comment on your post "State UCC Filings -- The way you want
it":
http://annavonreitz.com/nonuccfilingsofall50states.pdf
There is a separate list of the fifty state filings to be posted yet. It was sent out first
as an email attachment.
This action puts an end to any hope or expectation that the banks could succeed in
claiming that the land assets of America were "abandoned" by the actual owners and
therefore available for seizure by secondary creditors --- the banks themselves, the
perpetrators of all this fraud against the Americans and virtually everyone else, too.
Having set up the UNITED STATES for liquidation and having placed THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA in Chapter 11 the rats figured they could wash their hands and
nobody else--- certainly not the victims of this fraud--- would speak up and claim
back the assets owed the actual states and people.
They thought they would make their false claim of "abandonment" and secure a legal
claim on abandonment and use their commercial mercenary armies disguised as
legitimate agencies of government to come in here and seize our property--- and
nobody would be the wiser.
But guess what?
There are now fifty liens against all the land assets of the fifty states and very plain
words recorded in the international record.
We aren't dead or asleep after all. We aren't putting up with this garbage,
criminality, and Breach of Trust anymore. We are done paying debts we don't owe
for the enrichment of con artists who have been bilking the entire world.
We hear that Jacob Rothschild has a personal fortune of 500 trillion dollars. Now you
know how he got it. And you also know that it is all nothing but paper and lies and
the fruit of labor and assets belonging to others and to their sons and daughters who

have been mischaracterized by these bankers and cheated and defrauded and
murdered by the billions by these freaks.
And for what? Digits on a ledger.
Go to the nearest computer and type in "500" and then thirteen zeroes after that.
See that number?
That number represents the billions of lives ruined, lost, maimed, spent in needless
poverty, sickness, forced labor, ignorance, and want. It represents every wounded
and dying soldier from 780 AD onward.
It is a representation of just part of what these demons have stolen from humanity.
And it is NOT just Jacob Rothschild responsible. In the barrel of rotten banker apples
he may be the wealthiest but he is far from the worst.
The time has come to realize just how badly you have been treated, how completely
you have been deluded. Wake up! You have traded everything worthwhile in life for
worthless pieces of paper and numbers on a ledger kept by thieves and con men.
No wonder they are laughing and cutting deals "in your behalf" and calling you
"livestock" and planning to slaughter their creditors--- you and your families--- to
avoid paying back what they owe you all. Wake up!
You have got to wake up now. You must tell your brothers and sisters throughout the
world. You must bring forward your claims and make them stick. You must hold the
bankers and politicians and members of the Bar Assiciations accountable for this.
And the Roman Pontiff, too.
Take an interest and lend a hand. Expose the rats. Do it now.
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